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Introduction to the Confucian Notion of the Common Good

David Hollenbach has pointed out that the "common good is increasingly a transnational reality," and just as consideration of the practical requirements of the common good can no longer be limited parochially to individual nation-states, in the same way we need to move beyond our traditional philosophical and theological categories in order to open up new avenues through which we can conduct these discussions in an authentic cross-cultural manner. Clearly the time has come to expand both our discussion and methodology in approaching this topic. As one small contribution to this discussion I offer a reflection on the common good from the perspective of a quite different philosophical heritage, namely Confucianism.

As a cross-cultural or universal concept the common good points to those moral values, norms, behavior, conditions, laws, institutions, etc., which are both essential for basic cooperation for
of Confucian ethics, and it is my thesis that the Confucian understanding of the common good itself is intimately related to the understanding of the Mandate of Heaven (T'ien-ming) and grounded in the basic list of Confucian cardinal virtues (jen, yi, li, and chih), which in turn are embodied in the well-known “Five Relationships.”

The Five Relationships provide a sort of abbreviated taxonomy of the moral community. These Five Relationships are grouped in pairs which cover the range of society: 1) Ruler and Ministers; 2) Father and Son; 3) Husband and Wife; 4) Elder and Younger (often portrayed as between elder and younger brother); and 5) Friend and Friend. One principal moral virtue is emphasized with each one of these individual relationships and thus, between the ruler and the government’s ministers there is to be righteousness (yi); between father and son, intimacy; between husband and wife, distinction (reciprocity) of duties and roles; between elder and younger, respect based on propriety (li); and between two friends, fidelity. Among the Five Relationships, three, called the Three Bonds, are further highlighted as being the most important for society: the relationships between King and Minister, Father and Son, and Husband and Wife.

Seen from the perspective of Confucian social ethics the matrix of the Five Relationships seeks to build from a collection of individuals gathered in one geographical location (a Gesellschaft), a true “fiduciary” moral community (a Gemeinschaft) in which the common good would be the community’s organizing concept of its moral identity and self-understanding. In this vein the Confucian notion of the common good acccents the corporate well-being of the community conceived of primarily as whole, out of which individual relationships recognize their own set of particular identities and relationships. The accent, however, falls on the community as the basic moral “unit” as both the ultimate criterion of the community’s moral calculus and common theological goal. Therefore, there is considerably less stress on the individual qua individual, as might be the case in an ethics of autonomy which is grounded in a conception of the individual person abstracted out of the particular identities, roles, and relationships she or he would have in the con-
crete community. While Confucianism has no philosophical anthropology which could consider the moral interests of the individual as antecedent to, or independent of that particular individual's social embodiment in the moral community, the individual is not simply absorbed into the community. In the following sections I will elaborate on how the individual, the community, and the Confucian notion of the common good are held together and integrated by the concepts of the chün-tzu, or paradigmatic moral person; the four cardinal virtues of jen, yi, li, and chih; the framework for the common good found in an understanding of community as fiduciary; and the moral force of the notion of the T'ien-ming or Mandate of Heaven.

The Chün-Tzu or Paradigmatic Moral Person

"Morality" in the Confucian sense involves much more than is usually included in the Western concept. In Confucian ethics "morality" is perhaps best understood metaphorically in terms of the aesthetics of living well ethically in the myriad complexities and relationships of any concrete life. As an embodiment of one proficient in this aesthetics of morality the chün-tzu is one of the most fundamental concepts in Confucian moral philosophy and this person functions as both moral paradigm and a strong suasive force and authority for the concrete realization of the common good in Confucian society. Perhaps the most common translation is "Superior Man," though literally the ideograms signify "ruler's son," and exact translation of this term is difficult. One contemporary Confucian scholar, A.S. Cua, suggests the expression "paradigmatic individual" captures better Confucius' own understanding of the chün-tzu. In Confucianism a clearer understanding of the chün-tzu as "paradigmatic" person emerges when contrasted with the hsiao-jen, or "small-minded person." The chün-tzu's first task is his or her own moral self-cultivation through a life of intense study, reflection, and practice. The chün-tzu's whole moral project of self-cultivation was never conceived of as being for either personal advantage or self-fulfillment, but first and foremost as a means for advancing the common good of the whole community: one's family first, but then moving outward to the rest of the local community, then on to the state, and finally to the whole universe. The Great Learning (T'ai-Hsueh), which is the first important work studied in the traditional Confucian curriculum, states in its opening section: "What the Great Learning [T'ai-Hsueh] teaches [literally 'the tao of the Great Learning'] is,—to illustrate illustrious virtue [le];9 to renovate the people [min]; and to rest in the highest excellence [chih—'knowledge']." [The Great Learning, 1]10

Based on the famous Confucian metaphor of the root and branches, eight practical steps next move outward in socially expanding concentric circles to state first the external goal of governing the kingdom, and then move inward to the core of the individual her/himself, and finally back outward to realize the original goal of establishing a moral community grounded in the common good:

Things have their root and their branches. Affairs have their end and their beginning. To know what is first and what is last will lead near to what is taught in the Great Learning.11 [The Great Learning, 3]

The ancients12 who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue throughout the kingdom, first ordered well their own States. Wishing to order well their States, they first regulated their families. Wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated their persons. Wishing to cultivate their persons, they first rectified their hearts. Wishing to rectify their hearts, they first sought to be sincere in their thoughts. Wishing to be sincere in their thoughts, they first extended to the utmost their knowledge. Such extension of knowledge lay in the investigation of things. [The Great Learning, 4]

Things being investigated, knowledge became complete. Their knowledge being complete, their thoughts were sincere. Their thoughts being sincere, their hearts were then rectified. Their hearts being rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons being cultivated, their families were regulated. Their families being regulated, their States
were rightly governed. Their States being rightly governed, the whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy.

[The Great Learning, 5]^{10}

The passages cited above show a great deal about the Confucian understanding of the **tao**, which we can describe as the fundamental path which leads to the concrete embodiment of the common good. Yet, we must acknowledge that this Confucian notion of the common good is frankly not very "democratic" in the modern sense of arriving at a consensus of opinion about public policy, but rather depends upon both a hierarchy and an aristocracy based on merit, which in turn is charged with the care (renovation) of the people (the **min**). A recent symposium on Confucianism admits that the "societies of East Asia are all characterized by explicit social hierarchies, subordination of the individual to the family, and subordination of females to males—repressive qualities that emerge from an otherwise humanistic Confucian tradition."^{14}

However, one of the participants in this symposium, Benjamin Schwartz, examines this issue from a cross-cultural perspective, and concludes that

"we are all children of the Enlightenment" in the sense that as Westerners we express discomfort with the notion of hierarchy and authority and tend to think that those characteristics should be overcome by reason. He [Schwartz] said there is a certain arrogance in denying the role of hierarchy and authority in Asia, considering that those features have not been eliminated from Western societies. He suggested that status and hierarchy may have value that civilizations influenced by Confucianism have more easily accepted.^{15}

The key to a better understanding of this twin Confucian notion of hierarchy and meritocracy is the role of the **chün-tzu** as moral model in and for the community.^{16} One of the problems in traditional studies on Confucianism is the tendency to discuss the nature of this paradigmatic person in an individualistic sense, while neglecting to ground this person in a particular moral community. This tendency must be corrected if we hope to understand the concept itself correctly, as well as to grasp more fully the Confucian vision of the common good as the expression of the corporate life of the whole moral community. The authoritative force of the **chün-tzu** is rooted in the moral vision which branches out into an ethical virtuosity displayed in particularities of his or her own life situation.

**The Confucian Cardinal Virtues: Jen, Yi, Li, and Chih**

For the individual, this moral self-cultivation takes place especially in reflection on, and embodiment of, the Confucian cardinal virtues of **jen** (benevolence), **yi** (righteousness), **li** (propriety), and **chih** (knowledge). "Learning" and "knowledge" in the Confucian canon refer primarily, and almost exclusively, to moral learning, and thus we can speak of **chih** as the virtue of commitment to the transformation detailed by other particular Confucian virtues.^{17}

However, in reference to the Confucian common good it is important to keep in mind that even though the individual "learns" for his or her moral well-being, this process is in the final analysis neither introspective nor individualistic. Rather, all the Confucian virtues are always directed outward to the family, community, and state.

This outward trajectory is seen most clearly with **jen**. Though an exact translation of **jen** is impossible, the following terms have been traditionally used to explain this ideogram: "Humanity," "humaneness," "humanitarianism," "goodness," "virtue," "benevolence," and "love."^{18} Since the ideogram itself is a composite of the radical for the "human person" and the number "two," **jen** suggests human interaction or community.**^{19} Jen** expresses itself as a universal love for humankind, yet it is not an undifferentiated abstract love which is equal towards all. In this sense **jen** operates most strongly within the family. Nevertheless, **jen** is not restricted to the family groups, but grounds the relationships of duty and service, and care for the entire moral community. Tu Wei-ming suggests that the best way to consider **jen** is to view it as the overall ethical norm which gives moral meaning to the other ethical norms, espe-
cially yi (righteousness) and li (propriety). This triadic relationship among jen, yi, and li is summed up well in Confucius’ response in The Doctrine of the Mean to Duke Ai’s question about the nature of true government:

Benevolence [jen] is the characteristic element of humanity, and the great exercise of it is in loving relatives. Righteousness [yi] is the accordance of actions with what is right, and the great exercise of it is in honouring the worthy. The decreasing measures of the love due to relatives, and the steps in the honour due to the worthy, are produced by the principle of propriety [li]. [Doctrine of the Mean 20: 5]

Li is one of the most difficult concepts not only to translate, but to explain in any adequate way so that those who come from a Western philosophical tradition might be able to grasp its moral significance in Confucian ethics. Herbert Pangarett terms li the expression of the “uniquely human way of getting things done.” In the Confucian context the “uniquely human way of getting things done” always presumes that these things are accomplished in a community. Echoing this theme, Roger Ames suggests that li functions reciprocally for the individual and his or her community. Engagement in the moral performance concretized in li enunciates and socializes the individual in a given community, but also is a means by which the individual contributes “to the pattern of relationships which ritual entails, and thereby to have determinative effect on society.” Tu Wei-ming argues that li functions as the “externalization of jen in a specific social context. No matter how abstract it appears, jen almost by definition requires concrete manifestation.” Li complements and completes jen by actualizing it so that each individual will be incorporated morally into the community, and the community into the larger world. The external dimension of li is expressed in the myriad rites and rituals which make up daily living. The strong moral connotation attached to these rites shows once again that the very concept of the term “morality” has a broader meaning in Confucian ethics than in the West. In

Confucianism morality embraces explicitly the mores, customs, rituals, etc., embodied in the cultural ethos.

These insights on the nature of li are important in order to grasp better the Confucian notion of the common good because it is the common good itself which is the central organizing concept of the whole of Confucian ethics, whereas in Western liberal society often the notion of the common good seems to be de facto something of a “remainder” concept, i.e., what is left over after proper attention has been given to safeguard the more important individual human rights and prerogatives. The symposium on Confucianism cited above makes a similar point on this aspect of the relationship between the individual and the larger community in noting that while Confucianism certainly has stressed both the basic human dignity and autonomy of the individual, “this by conscious choice has never been developed into a doctrine of individualism.”

Confucianism is clearly a system of virtue ethics, and the cardinal virtues of jen and li must move through a perception of moral knowledge (chih), and become embodied in a living out of yi (righteousness), as well as all the other virtues, in the intersecting spheres of the individual, family, community, and world. This outward movement of the common good is what is signified by the metaphor of the root and the branches expressed in the passage of The Great Learning cited above.

The Common Good in the Fiduciary Community

If a society knit together by the Five Relationships follows the lead of the ancients in keeping to the moral path of the Confucian tao, then that society will be truly happy, prosperous, and just, its individual citizens morally upright, and the common good assured. Tu Wei-ming uses the term “fiduciary community” to describe the ideal expressed by the Five Relationships and which also indicates a foil to an understanding of society and an “adversarial system” in which the dignity and rights of the individual must be protected, lest the community impinge upon these rights. Clearly the notion of the common good will cash out very differently if the basic understanding of society is “fiduciary” or “adversarial.” In this perspective of the fiduciary community the fundamental
import of the Confucian Five Relationships is that there can be no split between self and society, no “oxymoronic private citizen” to borrow Robert Bellah’s phrase, since the very identity of each individual human person is conceived essentially in terms of his or her moral matrix of relationships. Thus, there is no “I” that is not at one and the same time the “I” that is my father’s son, my sibling’s older brother, a member of the nation [min], and so on. Through these various relationships each individual comes to know who s/he is, i.e., morally aware of one’s particular social identity. At the same time, since the society structured by the Five Relationships is conceived of as a concrete particularity and not an abstract generalization, each person should also come to realize more deeply that everyone belongs to the concrete moral community embodied by these Five Relationships.

On the political level, the common good is both protected and embodied in the relationship of mutual trust embodied in the first Relationship of righteousness or justice (yi), between the sovereign and the ministers. Yi connotes a wide range of meanings in addition to “justice,” and includes the idea of principle and obligation, as well as right conduct, righteousness, morality, duty to one’s neighbor, public spirit, being patriotic, loyal, and faithful. Thus, for the purposes of cross-cultural ethics it is important the term not be equated with the Western understanding of abstract justice-as-fairness. While it is well-known that governments in Confucian cultures traditionally are very hierarchically structured, with a strong ruler or oligarchy at the top, nevertheless, Confucius himself emphasized time and again that the welfare of the people, the min, and their support of any government, was the paramount concern of the state and its governing authorities. Numerous texts abound to illustrate this point, but perhaps the locus classicus is the following exchange between Tsze-kung and Confucius:

1. Tsze-kung asked about government. The Master said, ‘The requisites of government are that there be sufficiency of food, sufficiency of military equipment, and the confidence of the people in their ruler.’

2. Tsze-kung said, ‘If it cannot be helped, and one of these

must be dispensed with, which of the three should be foregone first?’ ‘The military equipment,’ said the Master.

3. Tsze-kung again asked, ‘If it cannot be helped, and one of the remaining two must be dispensed with, which of them should be foregone?’ The Master answered, ‘Part with the food. From of old, death has been the lot of all men; but if the people have no faith in their rulers, there is no standing for the State.’ [12:7]

One might argue that food should be of greater importance to the welfare of the people than the respect which would insure the people’s confidence in the ruler. However, Confucius shows both a shrewd awareness of the reality of the practical order, while maintaining a unswerving commitment to his basic moral principles, which here indicate a respect for basic human rights. To oppress the people in the name of providing for their physical welfare would simply be despotic tyranny.

Yet, it must be admitted that strong Confucian societies, such as China and Korea, have had a number of despotic rulers, and frequent critiques are made that Confucianism must have some sort of inherent weakness that tends to produce, or at least allow, for despotism. While it is true that Confucius stressed respect for superiors and that Confucian society traditionally has a very strong hierarchical arrangement, this does not necessarily mean that Confucianism leads facilely to unbridled despotic rule, any more than one could legitimately accuse Western political thought of fostering the rise of Hitler or Mussolini. In fact, authentic Confucian thought, if properly studied and applied, contains the resources to counteract and correct this sort of political despotism, and two aspects in particular could work to check this sort of abuse of political power. First would be the frequent and strong emphasis found in the Confucian canon on the need for the ruler to cultivate his or her own virtue. Yet, even when the ruler is found lacking in moral virtue, there is another important corrective force in Confucian ethics, namely the role to be played by the government ministers and the whole class of civil servants.

The civil servant class exercised this corrective force in two prin-
principal ways. First and foremost would be through their own cultivation of all the virtues in both the exercise of their public office, as well as in their private lives, so that they would provide what Benjamin Schwartz terms a "government by example." The "government by example" works in two directions. The people, the min, are led by this example (cf. Analects 8:9 and 12:17), though at times even the ruler must be "led" in the spirit of correction implied by the virtue of loyalty (ch'ung),

34 the doctrine of the rectification of names (ch'eng ming),

35 and the practice of "remonstrating with the ruler." Though Confucius was not naive in thinking that rulers necessarily would always be part of the moral elites, it is clear that this was his hope, in the sense of the ideal goal. A government led by a capable and upright ruler, assisted by educated and worthy ministers, was thought most likely to produce the best possible state. This sort of government would be less troubled by strife produced by competition due to individual concerns and the lobbying of special interest groups, since the governing principle would be the harmony of virtue in which the common good could truly flourish. As de Bary notes, "government is the product of a co-operative effort which strives for the good of all. Since this should be the only aim of men in government, he does not seek a balance of contending or competing interests or a reconciliation of opposing political forces."38

In such a state the people themselves would naturally follow the course exemplified in the conduct of the leaders. Though such a society would be clearly hierarchical, it would at the same time be a community bonded together by the force of jen, li, chih, and yi. In the Confucian understanding neither the government nor the common good is best served by a system of mutual checks and balances designed to insure democratic protection of the individual's rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Rather, Confucianism would envision an ethico-political system of mutual trust and aid designed to foster a true community dedicated to a common moral purpose of justice and righteousness for all—in other words, a fair approximation of the moral meaning of the common good. Certainly the argument might be made that this shared understanding of the common good has aided contempo-

rary Confucian societies, such as China, Korea, and Singapore, in their efforts to implement a whole range of economic and social policies which aim at the development of the given society, but which policies do come at the expense of a certain amount of sacrifice of individual interests, and which would most likely be unpopular in many Western societies.

The T'ien-ming or Mandate of Heaven

While thus far the exposition of the Confucian notion of the common good has made no real mention of any religious aspect of the discussion, it would be a mistake to consider the Confucian understanding of the moral life or the common good as being essentially "secular" in the usual sense this word is used in contemporary ethics. The Confucian understanding of the common good is not a version of secular humanism, in the usual contemporary usages of the expression. Rather, the whole consideration of what we have been calling the "Confucian common good" is grounded in the t'ien-ming, or Mandate of Heaven. This intimate connection between working for the common good in accord with the "will of heaven" is clearly seen in the locus classicus for the doctrine of the t'ien-ming, as recorded in the Book of History (Shu Ching):

God sent down correction on Hea [or Hsia, the dynasty overthrown and replaced by the Shang dynasty], but the sovereign only increased his luxury and sloth, and would not speak kindly to the people. He proved himself on the contrary dissolute and dark and would not yield for a single day to the guiding of God—this is what you have heard. ...Heaven on this sought a true lord for the people, and made its distinguishing and favouring decree light on T'ang the Successful [Shang dynasty], who punished and destroyed the sovereign of Hea.

This quotation illustrates the basic principle that in the eyes of Heaven the primary requisite for receiving Heaven's Mandate is that the ruler work for the common good by respecting and treating the people well. Lee Yearley notes that the concept of "sagely
The "sagely rule" myth describes how certain sages saved society by ordering it. The "Heavenly mandate" myth concerns Heaven's actions in the world, especially Heaven's effect on the rules of society. The relationship between the two is clear: Heaven is responsible for those who correctly order societies. Indeed, one might even say the two myths differ only because one focuses on those who do the ordering and the other on why their ordering is to be seen as correct. The one describes while the other validates.

Yearley's explanation of how the notion of the Heavenly Mandate works together with the notion of the ruler's individual moral cultivation can be easily related to our Confucian understanding of the common good. In much the same vein, H. G. Creel asserts that the t'ien-ming established the political principle that "rulers existed for the sake of the people, rather than the reverse, and they held their powers only in trust, as a kind of stewardship, subject to revocation if they did not use them well."

The t'ien-ming functions not only on the sociopolitical level, but also provides the cosmic dimension to each individual's own moral understanding. These two aspects of the individual and the social are not to be separated, but rather come together reciprocally in the "political" aspect or aim for the chün-tzu's individual moral cultivation which is the larger social project of the moral transformation of the human community. In reference to the concrete working for the common good in a particular time and place, the Mandate of Heaven serves both as an interpretative key for reading the "signs of the times" and the ultimate standard for judgment according to Confucian ethics. Thus, all rulers, the ruler's ministers, parents and their children, husbands and wives, elders and the younger friends, in fact all people, find themselves under heaven and subject to its decrees. To remonstrate with another, even a superior, who is not following the Way is only to obey the higher moral power of Heaven. Such activity is intrinsically moral in that it is just another aspect of the public character of individual moral self-cultivation, which aims at a deeper concretization of the common good of the whole community.

**Conclusion**

Obviously much more could be said in detailing the understanding of the common good in the Confucian canon, but let us draw a few conclusions from a cross-cultural perspective on the theme. An understanding of the common good, when viewed from the perspective of cross-cultural ethics, clearly needs a theoretical articulation that goes beyond one cultural formulation of an abstract theory of justice. Besides such speculative theories I would argue that a fuller grasp of the nature and possibilities of the common good requires a vision which can call, convince, and commit both individuals and communities to a concrete program of life and action grounded in and articulated through this broader understanding of the common good. It is the vision of the common good which ultimately will embolden us and sustain us in the risk-taking and sacrifice-making necessary to overcome our more shortsighted individualistic and egotistical goals and motivations. Moreover, the "common" element in this understanding of the common good is not a Lowest-Common-Denominator moral calculus, but rather a common moral understanding in the sense of being an understanding arrived at communally, out of a number of different particular approaches. Such a communal vision in turn will only be possible if we expand and enrich in a practical way our grasp of what membership in the moral community means.

The Confucian understanding of the common good has much to offer this sort of a discussion. Though traditionally Confucianism does not use the expression "common good," concern for what is embodied in the concept of the common good is the central concept which frames the Confucian basic understanding of how the moral universe operates in a moral manner. The abiding genius of Confucianism is that it has provided a meaningful and still viable language for both individuals and collectivities in concrete moral
commit ourselves to such an enterprise we will discover that ethical pluralism is not so much a danger, but rather a positive value which helps us to see better and further in our morally complex landscape.

Glossary of Chinese Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese Term</th>
<th>English Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch'eng ming</td>
<td>Rectification of names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chih</td>
<td>Knowledge (especially moral)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chün-tzu</td>
<td>Superior Person, prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch'ung</td>
<td>Loyalty, faithfulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsiao-jen</td>
<td>Small-spirited person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen</td>
<td>Benevolence, charity, human-ness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>Rites, propriety, mores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>The people (i.e., of a state or nation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shang-ti</td>
<td>Lord of Heaven, Supreme ruler (i.e., god)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheng-jen</td>
<td>Sagely Ruler (usually a mythical figure from China's past)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta-Hsueh</td>
<td>The Great Learning, one of the Four Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tao</td>
<td>Path, the way (usually understood morally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te</td>
<td>Virtue (one of several generic terms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T'ien</td>
<td>Heaven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, this reciprocal cross-fertilization and interreligious dialogue of our moral vocabularies requires ongoing work. We still need to open up other new avenues which may aid in our comprehension of the common good, especially in light of the multifaceted challenges posed by pluralism and multiculturalism. If we communities. Central to this language of the moral community is the “grammar” or structure provided by the moral matrix embodied in the Five Relationships and grounded in the vision of the tao. The Five Relationships, along with the Confucian cardinal virtues of jen, yi, li and chih, are not moral ideals of supererogation, but function in what might better be termed a “deontological teleology,” i.e., the tao as moral duty and telos of each human person to walk the particular path which best incarnates his or her moral identity in the concrete social reality of the variety of roles each must assume in the real world.

This Confucian moral identity is found neither in an individualistic moral autonomy, nor in a contractarian list of inalienable rights which each individual demands of the others in the social group. Instead, Confucianism provides a careful contextualization of rights with responsibilities, and it would really be more accurate to speak not of “rights” vs. “responsibilities” so much as a “reciprocity” of mutual concern expressed in the varied webs of individual relationships. It is this reciprocity which is the hermeneutical key to the Five Relationships and the Confucian virtues. In this same vein, the Confucian understanding of justice/rightheousness (yi), especially as grounded in the Five Relationships and the notion of individual moral self-cultivation, is a justice always in service to the moral community. The community is not the ultimate end in itself, but in turn must live among other communities, all of whom must live in accord with the universal moral order as expressed in the t'ien-ming. This Confucian notion of justice could augment (not replace) the Western communitarian understanding of the common good as it relates to commutative and distributive justice. Confucianism itself could in turn be enriched and refined by Western understandings of the individual, especially in relation to the interplay among rights and duties lived out in a pluralistic context.
Notes


2. As one sinologist has observed, “Western philosophers have been much more concerned with trying to define what the good is. Chinese thinkers have focused instead on the problem of how to become good.” Phillip J. Ivanhoe, Confucian Moral Self-Cultivation, The Rockwell Lecture Series, 3 (New York: Peter Lang, 1993), 1.

3. I am using the older Wade-Giles transcription system, which will be more familiar to non-sinologists, rather than the newer Pinyin system more common among contemporary sinologists. Jen, yi, li, and chin are further discussed below, but for the moment they may be translated respectively as “benevolence,” “righteousness,” “propriety,” and “(moral) knowledge.”

4. This expression is used by the well-known contemporary Confucian scholar Tu Wei-ming as a principal organizing concept in his analysis of the Doctrine of the Mean. See especially the third chapter of his Centrality and Commonality: An Essay on Confucian Righteousness, rev. ed. (Albany: SUNY Press), 1989.

5. Other translations which have been frequently employed are the Prince, the Noble Man, the Gentleman, and the Great Person. I have rejected these because of their potentially misleading aristocratic connotations. In fact, one of the major contributions of Confucius himself was to re-interpret the notion of chin-tzu so that anyone might become a Superior Person. Thus, in Confucianism the requisite for being called a chin-tzu are found only in personal conduct and not in parentage. In fact, those of aristocratic birth who behaved in a mean or small-spirited manner forfeited their claim to be called a chin-tzu in Confucius’ opinion.


7. While the ideograms for hsiao-jen literally signify a “small person” in the sense of stature, and hsiao-jen is usually translated as “mean man,” this rendition is open to being misunderstood as signifying merely an unkind person. Thus, “small-spirited” or “small-minded” would better capture the correct Confucian nuance. The nature of the foil between the chin-tzu and the hsiao-jen is expressed well in the following selection from the Analects: ‘The Master said, ‘The mind of the superior man [chin-tzu] is conversant with righteousness [yi]; the mind of the mean man [hsiao-jen] is conversant with gain.’ [Analects 4:16].

8. Historically Confucian scholars usually were men, and therefore the chin-tzu was portrayed in masculine terms. However, Confucian virtue as an ethical category was never restricted to the male members of the human species alone, and therefore it makes better sense to speak of the chin-tzu in terms of inclusive language.

9. Helmut Wilhelm notes that the term Te is linked closely with Tao, and that the original meaning of Te probably meant “a straightforward character, manliness (Latin virtus) and then a way of acting based thereon, the straightforward following of the Way, the application of meaning in life.” Helmut Wilhelm, Heaven, Earth, and Man in the Book of Changes, Seven Erasos Lectures, Publications on Asia of the Institute for Comparative and Foreign Area Studies, no. 28 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1977), 82.
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